Oscar von Memerty
Disadvantage to Advantage
Oscar was born with a rare fatal genetic illness, MPS 6. At 20 years old he stands just 117 cms tall,
has aluminium screws in his left leg, recently had a two cornea transplant, and has survived two bone
marrow transplants and a ten minute cardiac arrest. Despite all of this he has discovered a thrilling
talent for hip hop and developed a powerful and unique style of motivational speaking and stand-up
comedy. His message of overcoming huge obstacles and turning adversity into triumph is guaranteed to
not only inspire your audience, but because of his talent, humour and charm, will also truly entertain and
empower them.
Inspirational Empowering Entertainment!

Keynote Topics
1. Two minute intro by Sir Twyz; Oscars best friend and Mc.
2. Ten Minute Motivational speech by Oscar.
The speech will consist of his life story, the obstacles he has faced and conquered, the
achievements he has achieved since and the key lessons he has learnt so far that can empower
young peoples minds and give a new perspective of bigger picture thinking.
3. Two and a half minute high energy Hip Hop/ Kasi style dance done by Oscar and his team.
4. End off with Q and A where the audience can ask any questions that they may have.
5. Oscars key take home messages include:
• All obstacles can and will be overcome if a person plans well and is persistent.
• Sometimes your biggest Disadvantage is your biggest Advantage.
• Vision and Action is key to achieving what a person wants in life.
• Work on your natural skills and combine learned skills to succeed.

Areas of Expertise
a.
b.
c.
d.

Inspirational
Self Development
Comedy
Hip Hop
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